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Abstract
Although general Chinese economy now is growing fast and takes leading positions in the world, its dairy
industry comes across several difficulties. It sustained a number of losses after a series of well-known incidents
involving food safety. It is certain that paramount mission of the current market conditions requires extensive
studies of critical impact caused. The situation with different dairy products varies, and that’s why the author
describes in details the milk, cheese, and yoghurt markets. Also it is compared to the markets of Western Europe,
Russia, India, New Zealand, Australia, America and Canada. This work attempts to analyze contemporary
market situation in a retrospective contemplation of the corresponding dynamics and course of economic and
public events, including basic trends, business analytics and adjacent studies in an endeavor to discover and
situate a better economic mechanism for the given field. The most considerable result is development of
economic and business recommendation that are bound to improve the problematic situation.
Keywords: China, dairy industry, market comparative analysis, quality issues, loss estimation, safety measures
and standards, critical impact
1. Introduction
China currently has one of the largest economies, its sustained rapid growth drives it to the 2nd place in the
world measured by major indexes such as purchasing power parity, nominal GDP and growing pace (CAGR and
other relative methods) (Report, 2013). Since the very moment this country fully joined the world’s open market,
it started intensively develop all kinds of industries and dairy was no exception from that.
Most of domestic dairy products in China originate from ten provinces that provide roughly 70% of dairy output:
Inner Mongolia, Heilongjiang, Henan, Shaanxi, Shandong, Hebei, Jiangsu, Sichuan, Liaoning and Anhui. In a
pursuit to increase national dairy production, the government has aggregated these provinces into five dairy
regions based on their local conditions and opportunities.
Northeast and Northern areas target to develop milk powder production, cheese, butter and UHT milk; mainly
this production is planned to be carried out from large private farms. Western area is designated to production of
local specialties such as donkey, goat, yak and camel milk that is not accessible regularly elsewhere in China.
Southern region is going to provide pasteurized milk, cheese and yoghurt, as well as protein powder. Large-city
surrounding regions, though being geographically separated (Shanghai, Beijing, Chongqing etc), tend to produce
pasteurized milk and yoghurt as long as these products are easier to produce in the given conditions (Woolsey,
2010).
Currently the course of dairy industry in China (as well as government politics in this field) is related to increase
its outputs up to 48-55 million tons by doubling number of cows and increasing yield per animal (KKR's, 2013).
This task is planned to be carried out through increase of cow farms; according to median data, the estimated
increase is supposed to be at average 30% higher than today’s numbers.
After a number of dairy-related scandals, a lot people in China seem to lose trust in local products, resulting in
increased consumption of imported milk, cheese and yoghurt. Dropped revenues made Chinese domestic
producers raise prices to the level of imported products.
This was followed by government introduction of tougher regulations on import of dairy products (Wang, 2013).
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Foreign prroducers were given a one-yyear grace perriod from the m
moment of inttroduction to m
maintain necessary
measures aand comply with new standaards. Howeverr, some sources state that dettailed registrattion procedures and
formalitiess were not releeased in a timeely manner, annd currently thhere is no susttainable inform
mation available on
the quantitty of firms andd enterprises thhat eventually complied.
The historry of Chinese dairy standardds evolution siince early 20000s includes a number of m
measures, all ha
aving
direct econnomic effects to
t the industryy. Originally C
China implied ddairy safety ass a set of regulations according to
worldwidee practice baseed on relativelyy strict nationnal-wide standaards (GB/T) foor main produucts, as well ass less
strict regullations for enteerprises and firrms developinng novel foods (QT) (Zheng, 2009).
Following the infamous melamine millk problem off 2008, the govvernment had tto loosen standdards in June 2010
in regard oof protein conntent and quanttity of bacteriaa in material, since most prooducers were nnot able to comply
with such regulations. For instance, deemands for baccteria developm
ment in material was lifted ffrom 5 x 105 / 1 ml
which wass already quite loose in compparison to Euroopean and Am
merican standarrds (1 x 105 to 2 x 106). Dem
mands
for proteinn content (2.955 g / 100 g raw
w milk) were lloosened to 2.88 g / 100 g (3..0 g / 100 g inn overseas prac
ctice)
(Chi, 20122)
Shortly aft
fter that, in Jully 2010 anotheer serious issuue emerged. Innfant formula ooriginated from
m Qingdao Synutra
Internationnal Inc. was deemed
d
responnsible for sexuual precocity iin children, foollowing officiial announcem
ments,
explanatioons and apologgies from the given corporaation; in spite of no direct rresponsibility proof accordin
ng to
sanitary innspection connclusions, the incident cauused very signnificant markket losses for Qingdao Synutra
Internationnal Inc. causinng a drastic drrop from almost 25 to 10 pooints and furthher recession uup to 5 points from
which the corporation haas not healed yyet by now witth current pricee for basic shaare at $0.54 (figgure 1).

Figgure 1. Qingdaao Synutra Inteernational Inc.. 5-years stockks dynamics
milar economicc effect occurrred to Yashili IInternational H
Holdings Ltd. iin August 20100. The inner ciircles
A very sim
of this corrporation released informatioon that some oof melamine-reelated milk froom 2008 case w
was not complletely
taken awaay from the maarket and evenntually emerged in their prooducts. The coompany denied any involvement
into the caase, following an official connfirmation by the government. Nevertheleess, a substantiial market losss was
inevitable (figure 2).
an. It
The corpooration manageed to preservee customers’ trrust and regainned market shhares in a fivee-year time spa
involved ddoubling of deferred tax asseets in 2011 froom 3.3 to 6.8 m
million Yuan aand reconcilinng current liabiilities
(from 158.5 to 31.3 milllion Yuan in loans and borrrowings). Along with increaased foreign innvestment (namely
Temasek H
Holdings, Singgapore), the deescribed measuures ensured a stable growth..
There werre other incidents involving multiple smalller enterprisess; for example,, it relates to rregular inspecttions,
discoverinng producers frrom Shangdonng, Shaanxi, Heebei and Zhejiiang provinces using hydrolyyzed leather prrotein
addition too milk for betteer measuremennts, such as Chhenyuan Dairyy Company in JJinhua, 2009.
The Generral Administraation of Qualitty Supervisionn, Inspection aand Quarantinee marked the chemicals used for
hydrolysiss, sodium andd potassium ddichromate andd hexavalent chromium as causing canccer in a long--term
perspectivve. Certainly, this kind of aannouncementts resulted in severe econoomic losses foor all the invo
olved
companiess.
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Considerabble profits from
m using collaggen from leatheer waste can be estimated ass following. Acccording to Xinmin
Weekly, a ton of proteinn hydrolysate ccosts 1000 RM
MB. The cost oof producing oone ton of milkk powder is tw
wenty
times highher; if protein hydrolysate w
was added the cost drops dow
wn below 50000 yuan providding roughly 400%
4
profits (Feeng, 2011).

Fiigure 2. Yashilli Internationall Holdings Ltdd. 5-years stockk dynamics
o dairy produucts in China with distributiion over provvinces in rural and urban arrea is
Average cconsumption of
represented in figure 3. Northern
N
and W
Western regionns of the counntry show averrage 2-10 kg peer capita; peop
ple in
rural South
thern areas alm
most don’t connsume milk onn regular basis while Tibetaans and people in Qinghai drink
d
more than 30 kg of dairyy products per capita (Ma, 20003).

Figuure 3. Per capiita milk consum
mption in urbaan and rural areeas of China
ducts.
This distribbution can be explained withh Chinese tradditions and meaal culture that involves very few dairy prod
Urban areas and large cities
c
are usuaally described as areas withh high incomee per capita thhat tends to in
ncline
people to seek for moree intricate products consumpption. Accordding to Xin Raan, author of ““What the Chinese
Don't Eat””, widespread popularity
p
of ddairy products in China mayy partly be due to people whoo aspire to We
estern
lifestyle.
It is also iimportant to mention
m
that m
many people oof Asian race aare lactose inttolerant. In Chhina this numb
ber is
above 90%
% according to various studiees (Yamamotoo, 2010).
Meanwhilee that problem
m is not comm
mon in Caucasian population of the world: only 10-15%,, compared to 87%
in India annd about 50%, varying from country to couuntry in the Miiddle East. Thiis might be one of major lim
mits to
rapid increease of dairy products amongg other consum
med foods.
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Overall dairy market overview and its dynamics are listed in table 1.
Table 1. Overall China dairy market overview in 2010-2014
Item

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014 (est.)

Fluid milk output, 1000 tons

29.300 30.700 32.600 34.300

36.000

Milk cow numbers, 1000 heads

7.320

7.620

8.000

8.350

8.710

Fluid milk production, ton/head per year

4.00

4.03

4.08

4.11

4.13

Skimmed milk powder production, 1000 tons

55

56

57

54

49

Skimmed milk powder consumption, 1000 tons

144

186

225

289

379

Skimmed milk powder imports, 1000 tons

89

130

168

235

330

Whole milk powder production, 1000 tons

1.030

1.100

1.160

1.200

1.250

Whole milk powder consumption, 1000 tons

1.373

1.433

1.540

1.876

2.248

326

230

406

619

1000

198.5

277.0

347.5

466.2

574.4

Whole milk powder imports, 1000 tons
Average consumption value, CNY per person

Currently fluid milk production is growing in a stable manner annually by 5-7%, maintaining overall
development of the industry. The nearest world trend and curve behavior is observed in corresponding data from
Brazil which can be explained through the specific character of market (figure 4).

Figure 4. Fluid milk production in China (blue), Brazil (purple) and Russia (yellow).
It is clear that China fluid milk output keeps growing, in spite of the incidents listed above, especially in
comparison to other Asian countries’ dynamics. For instance, the corresponding market in Japan displays
shorting output in last five years, resulting to only 20% of dairy market in China; currently it produces more
fluid milk than Australia and New Zealand (9.9 and 21.4 thousand ton accordingly), but only about 30% of the
US output.
2. Method
It is considered appropriate to measure economic efficiency of dairy industry by comparing fluid milk
production per adult to number of cows measured annually. Judging from this point, China has quite high
efficiency measuring on the average 4.1 tons / cow. To compare, Brazil has relatively same output amounts but it
measures only 1.5 tons per cow, which means that it takes almost three times more cattle to cover the market
needs, while India produces nearly 60 thousands tons of milk with the corresponding index 1.15 put into the
consideration when the industry requires eight times higher cattle number (figure 5).

Figure 5. Dairy industry efficiency measured as output per cow, thousand tons
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Indeed, further comparison of the numbers of adult cows engaged in milk production shows the following data.
There are 8.7 million head of cattle in China in 2014 while Brazilian market is served with 23.0 millions, North
American (US, Canada) production is carried out by 16.6 million animals, European Union counts 23.5. There
are 50 millions milk cows in India, 8.2 in Russia and 6.9 in Oceania (Australia, New Zealand).
Another index for comparing is fluid milk consumption because it shows how much of the market is covered by
national producers. Fluid milk is used in many key industries of dairy such as milk powder or cheese
manufacturing. Aside from that, due to large population, China has a relatively large consumption data
measuring in 15.1 thousands of tons (2014), comparing to Brazil (12.4), Russia (10.0), Australia (2.5). But it
consumes less than the US (28.9), EU (33.6) and India (57.4 thousand tons).
Almost all the cheese on the Chinese market is imported; average annual import measures at 18-20 thousands
tons with annual growth of 15-20%. Most of the cheese comes from New Zealand and Australia, taking nearly
70% of China’s cheese market. A certain amount of cheese has American origin; it measures at approximately
10%. Some domestic producers provide a relatively small amount of cheese to the market, shared mostly by five
large corporations (Woolsey, 2010).
Yoghurt is another popular product with emerging market that gains about 15% annually. Though demand for
this product was impacted by reduced customer trust since the events with dairy industry in 2009-2010, it still
remains a prpmising direction; yoghurt is considered to be a healthy product among young parents and people
who incline to Western diets. The most well-selling products of this kind are self-stable reconstituted yoghurts
that are made of milk powder. Imported yoghurts are less popular than cheeses but this branch of market also
displays stable growth rate of 1-1.5% per year. Except the common products, there are some niches on the
markets explored by some local companies such as “Qinghai’s Old Yoghurt” that appeals to minority culture;
producer’s profits tripled in 2009 after the introduction of this product in 2008, and keeps growing fast.
In figure 6 there is represented skimmed milk powder production in China in comparison to its consumption and
imports. In 2010 the market demand was satisfied with local products but further on the most of the growing
needs had to be fulfilled with imported products, leaving domestic production levels almost intact for last five
years. Consumption growth is measured at approximately 30% annually, 20% of which are tied with imported
materials and only 10% - domestic products. World market shows relatively slower consumption growth with
average 10-15% per year, in some countries (US, Canada) the market was going down by 4-5% annually.

Figure 6. Skimmed milk powder production, consumption and import dynamics in China
Whole milk powder production, consumption and imports dynamics is shown on figure 7. China is a major
consumer and producer of this type of dairy product, relatively all the demand is fulfilled with domestic supply.
However increased needs did not boost production due to limited capabilities and shortage of milk cows,
therefore imported-tied demand compensation occurred.
Average consumption growth is 100 thousand tons per year, which is three times greater than entire demand for
milk powder in the United States. Another major consumer of this diary product is Brazil, 500-600 thousand tons
per year. Taiwan alone has a demand for 30 thousand tons yearly, it roughly equals Australian annual
consumption of milk powder.
Average dairy products consumption value in China calculated in CNY per person has increased rapidly from
approximately 200 in 2010 to estimated 574 in 2014. Considering low inflation rates, this growth represents
overall trend of the market with larger demand and more kinds of products available.
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Figure 7. Whole
W
milk powder production, consumptiion and importt dynamics in C
China
ducts
Due to thhe issues menntioned in thee article, manny customers prefer importted or foreignn-branded prod
developedd by multinatioonal corporatioons. Some foreeign dairy brannds have a largge amount of aassets invested
d into
China (Daanone, Nestle etc).
e
There are approximatelyy 2000 compaanies in Chinaa that work inn the field off dairy industrry, roughly 1/3
3 are
middle-sizzed enterprisess with operatioonal revenue 5 million RMB
B. However cuurrent model ccan be describe
ed as
oligopoly with only fouur major produucers controllinng 70% of thee market (Chinna, 2013). As it often happens in
such condiitions, prices are
a a matter of agreement bettween major players, and enttrance barrierss are quite high
h.
There are five major inddicators that diisplay current economic conndition for thesse major Chineese market pla
ayers:
total assetss, operational revenue,
r
main operating incoome and net prrofit; these parrameters are lissted in table 2..
Main operationaal indicators m
million CNY, 22011/2012/20113
Table 2. M
Company nname
China Menggniu Dairy
Co., Ltd
Inner Monggolia Yili
Industrial G
Group Co., Ltd
Shanghai Bright Dairy &
Food Co., L
Ltd
Hebei Sanyyuan Foods
Corp.

Total assets

Opeerational revenuee

Operatinng income

Net income

20202 /20991 / 40339

37388 / 36080 / 433357

1896 / 11494 / 1852

1785 / 1440 / 1862

19930 / 20463/ 32877

374551 / 41991 / 477779

1746 / 11616 / 2659

1809 / 1717 / 3187

7374 / 9339 / 11568

11789 / 13775 / 162291

200 / 3555 / 626

238 / 311 / 406

3472 / 3645 / 35517

30700 / 3553 / 3788

-99 / -588 / -294

49 / 33 / -227

C Ltd operaates country-w
wide market annd owns over 30 productionn facilities in most
China Mengniu Dairy Co.,
er. It
milk-produucing provincces, manufactuuring three typpes of foods: liquid milk, ice cream annd milk powde
emerged ffrom Inner Moongolia Yili ass its former w
worker started hhis own comppany in 1999. The corporation is
also knownn as the “Spacce milk” since it was an officcial partner to tthe Chinese sppace program ((China, 2013).
Mengniu D
Dairy economiic assets were widely damagged during meelamine-relatedd scandal since its products were
tested positive for that chemical. Witth further probblems occurrinng in the induustry, it continnued losing market
m
value as it can be seen onn figure 8.

Figure 8,
8 9. Major Chhina dairy prodducers’ stocks value dynamiccs, 5-year periood
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However total assets of the corporaation have douubled in a thrree-year periood, operational revenue in 2013
increased bby 20% comppared to the prrevious period, after a 4% ddecline in 20122 compared too 2011. Net inc
come
increased by 4% in a three-years sppan. Consideriing overall deecrease of opeerating incom
me, it is likely
y that
company w
was under deppreciation or had severe operrating expensees since assets grew and exteended amortization
would not be a reasonabble measure in such case. In the beginning of 2012 the sttocks went dow
wn again due to an
inspectionn discovering aflatoxin
a
M1 (1140% above alllowed amountts) in its produucts (China's, 22013).
Another C
Chinese dairy giant
g
and Menngniu’s main ccompetitor is IInner Mongolia Yili Industriial Group Co., Ltd.
Established in 1993, it iss also based inn the city of Hoohhot. The rannge of produceed dairy is relaatively similar, with
rapidly inccreasing net inncome since 20011 when it w
was relatively cclose to its com
mpetitor (17855 and 1809 miillion
yuan correespondingly) too 3187 millionn yuan in 2013.
This grow
wth might be explained
e
throough cheaper m
materials or m
more efficient technologies uused in produ
uction
since operrational revenuue did not incrrease that mucch while operaating income nnearly doubledd; the stocks do
o not
indicate aany major investment
i
orr market fluuctuations in the given period, elim
minating adva
anced
technologyy-related reasson from thee hypothesis and confirm
ming that proofits likely ddoubled for some
source-invvolving reason (figure 9).
Yili was a part to the melamine
m
scanndal as well, recalling flaw
wed products aand apologizinng to its custo
omers
(Investors dump financcials, 2008). E
Except the loss of stocks values and suubstantial marrket positions, the
corporation lost its title as a “Chinesee national brannd” resulting inn disastrous ecconomic lossess. In June 2012 the
enterprise had taken iniitiative before another serioous issue openned up when iits baby formuula was deeme
ed to
contain hiigh levels of mercury, and withdrawn thhe suspected products from
m the market. It is important to
mention thhat unlike the older securityy standards, ccurrent regulattions do not im
mpose criticall mercury leve
els in
products, ttherefore techhnically the coorporation did not violate thhe rules; howeever due to thhe initiative, public
reception oof this case waas overall posittive and did noot harm the proofits and stockks significantlyy.
Shanghai Bright Dairy & Food Co., Ltd. is a government-basedd enterprise siituated in Shaanghai. Its business
model is bbased on four subsidiaries w
which manufaccture other prooducts aside fr
from dairy succh as poultry, pork,
p
and candiees. In 2010-2014 the companny acquired coontrolling stakees of a numberr of foreign-baased enterprise
es: 51%
of Synlait (New Zealandd), 75% of Maanassen Foodss (Australia) annd 56% of Tnuuva (Israel). T
The latter two deals
brought it significant stoock value grow
wth as shown inn figure 10.

Figure 100, 11. Stocks vaalue dynamicss, 5-year periodd (Bright Dairyy, Hebei Sanyuuan)
mooth developpment in last tthree years; alll four
The Shangghai corporatioon data appearrs to be a pictuure of classic sm
parameterss kept growingg at a stable raate. In the scalee of current economic growthh, the cases off 2010 don’t ap
ppear
to be a m
moderate threatt but the stockks graph displlays a dramatiic decrease off value that neearly dropped half,
causing shhort-term losses since the com
mpany was nott directly invollved in any of the scandals.
Sanyuan iss a group of coompanies headdquartered in B
Beijing and ow
wned by the sttate (12 farms,, 20 enterprise
es, 41
transnationnal joint ventuures, 3 overseaas subsidiaries and one publiic company Hebei Sanyuan Foods Corporration
engaged inn manufacturiing of dairy pproducts. It w
was the only ccompany that had governm
ment protection
n and
supervision in dairy scaandals of 20088-2010 due to its role as an official partnner and supplieer of the Olym
mpics
(Sanyuan may take oveer, 2008). It ccaused a 52%--stock value ssurge in five ddays since thee announcement of
AQSIQ regarding produucts purity.
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However current economic conditions may not allow calling this corporation successful; its statement is negative
with profits declining from 49 to -227 million yuan in three years. Operating income was negative through all the
period, resulting in severe exposures. Meanwhile operational revenue kept growing with total assets number
being nearly intact in the scale of events. According to the corporation management’s official statements, the
losses were primarily due to increased raw milk prices; this reason might follow the point that most of the
products were targeting at the low-cost niche and the company had no premium-class products to offset the costs.
Another reason listed in the analytics is that the company had a number of unsuccessful investments with
declining revenues; the stocks value confirm this idea rather than higher milk prices that were supposed to hit all
the participants of the market which as we know did not occur (figure 11).
3. Results
Therefore it is clear that having problem-plagued products brings moderate and severe negative impacts on all
the companies working in the industry; at the same time having absolutely clear products, even those that were
confirmed at a higher level does not bring warranty of high profits in a long time period. Current market
situation with 4 major players leaves only 30% of the space for other companies and it is not promoting fair
competition for customers’ weal, it keeps opportunities to protect the large profits and keep the dairy industry
within a dangerous trend.
Judging from history of enterprises and existing theories, pure economic solutions of this problem are not
available. Administrative measures taken alone will not be efficient either. China needs a new economic
approach in dairy security that could make it profitable to use pristine materials in spite of higher costs, and this
model needs administrative methods for mediation and protection. Producers need to understand that using that
sort of strategy may be expensive at the beginning but another option involves losses over 50% of market value
that may be devastating, especially considering the overall trend when customers slowly incline to foreign
products.
The solution may be in a system that provides better taxing options and other benefits to large companies that
create smaller enterprises and target at premium products market or goods. These ventures could eventually
become larger companies as it happened to Yili, or occupy a small part of the market with loyal customers. Both
results are beneficial to the industry, people and corporations, considering a relatively small amount of assets
required for implication of such ventures, bringing consumers back with the belief that Chinese dairy industry
can eventually be stable.
Meanwhile the problem remains sharp not only in China; for instance, Michael McMenamin’s 1980 book
“Milking the Public: Political Scandals of the Dairy Lobby from L.B.J. to Jimmy Carter” describes a series of
industry-driven questionable interests carried out through the political system. Being put into the corresponding
conditions, producers and enterprises naturally incline to diverge the restrictions and standards.
On the bright side, that sort of negative experience brought the government and the public to the point where
everyone needs to pay more attention to food security. This creates pressure on the corporations that need to
inform people about problems in time and to recall faulty products as quickly as possible.
There is certainly the need for further research, information exchange, consolidation and collaboration between
scientists, governments and civil societies to transform the current system towards decentralized agroecological
structure. Probably the ultimate goal of modern civilization is not to maximize profits at any cost but to build a
well-balanced world.
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